In this paper we investigate the use of up-down deconvolution to simultaneously eliminate both source-side and receiver-side multiples in ocean-bottom data processing. In theory, this method is strictly valid for a horizontally layered earth only, but we demonstrate analytically that it is robust even in the presence of structure, provided that at least the sea floor is flat or gently dipping. We successfully apply the method on synthetic and real data examples.
Introduction
In ocean bottom acquisitions, a hydrophone and a three component (3-C) geophone are embedded in an ocean bottom cable (OBC) or in individual nodes (OBN) to record pressure P and particle velocity (X, Y, Z). This allows recording of the full elastic wavefield and its decomposition into up-and down-going parts (Barr and Sanders, 1989; Soubaras, 1996; Bale, 1998; Schalkwijk et al., 1999; Osen et al., 1999) . Wavefield separation is commonly used in the PZ summation procedure to attenuate receiver-side multiples. However, the up-going source-side multiples at the receiver location cannot be easily attenuated. In order to attenuate these multiples we need to go a step beyond conventional PZ summation and perform up-down deconvolution.
The idea of applying up-down deconvolution for free surface multiple attenuation of multi-offset data in a horizontally layered medium has existed for a long time (see, for an example, Sonneland and Berg, 1987) . Amundsen (2001) overcame this 1.5-D assumption deriving an integral method valid for complex geology, at the cost of a convolution over all wavenumbers which requires a fully sampled geometry for 3-D applications. On the other hand, up-down deconvolution only requires properly sampled common-receiver gathers and practical experience has repeatedly proven that the method is robust in the presence of complex structure. Wang et al. (2010) discuss the reasons for this robustness. In this paper, we expand this discussion and show for a flat seafloor, the method has a wider range of applicability than originally assumed.
Up-down deconvolution in the presence of structure
We start from the integral formulation of up-down demultiple, valid for any 3-D subsurface structure (Amundsen, 2001 are the downand the up-going parts of the pressure wavefield for a source at x s , z s and a receiver at x r , z r . P r is the reflected pressure wavefield for a medium with no free surface. Please note equation (1) is valid for any 3-D structure even when neither the subsurface structure nor the seafloor is horizontally flat. The solution of the Fredholm integral equation in (1) for the desired P r term is not trivial.
For ocean bottom data acquired above a flat or gently sloped seafloor, the down-going wavefield D can be decomposed into two components:
(2) where D 1 is a laterally shift invariant term and D 2 is a laterally shift variant term (Figure 1) . Wang et al. (2010) show that if D 2 is negligible, then equation (1) Figure 1 . In the upper panel the down-going wave at χ only travels through a horizontally layered medium, and in the lower panel the down-going wave "notices" the structure.
In equation (3) the reflected pressure wavefield Pr can be Up-down deconvolution and subsurface structure obtatined by spectral division (deconvolution in x-t) of U by D. In the presence of a flat seabottom, down-going water layer reverberations are laterally invariant and this scenario is favourable to the performance of up-down deconvolution. In this paper, we further develop this consideration. The up-going waves U can be decomposed into two terms U 1 or U 2 , related to D 1 and D 2 : 
is a conversion from a monopole in the multiple free medium to a dipole in the real medium. Equation (5) can be inverted to deliver the desired primary wavefield P r , by using the down-going wavefield D 1 as a deconvolution operator for the up-going wavefield, U 1 . In other words, provided that the wavenumber (or rayparameter) of the actual shot and the "virtual" shot match, the receiver wavenumber is irrelevant. However, when the total down-going wavefield D is used for up-down deconvolution, an extra term unavoidably exists in the primary wavefield estimate P r *, due to the laterally shift variant term D 2 . Assuming the energy of D 1 is much larger than that of D 2 , the Taylor series of the P r * can be described as ( )
where o represents 2 nd and higher orders terms. We notice that U 2 and P r *D 2 are usually much smaller than D 1 because U 2 and P r *D 2 consist of seismic waves which reflect at least twice in the subsurface and D 1 contains the direct arrival which is usually the strongest component in the total down-going waves just above the seabed. Our numerical modeling results confirm that the second term in equation (6) is close to zero. Therefore, provided the seafloor is flat or gently dipping, P r * ≈ P r and the up-down deconvolution method can be effective in removing free surface-related multiples and the source signature, even in the presence of sub-seafloor complex structure.
Synthetic and field data examples
We assess the performance of up-down deconvolution in the presence of complex subsurface structure, using a 2-D isotropic finite-difference synthetic dataset provided by Chevron. The sea bottom is mostly flat with an average dip of 1.6 degrees at a depth of 1375-1837m but significant subsurface structure is present. For comparison purposes, we process the data using a conventional PZ summation approach as well as up-down deconvolution. We then image the data using a pre-stack depth Kirchhoff algorithm adapted for OBS geometry (Figure 2 ). Compared to the original Z and P component migrations (Figures 2a and 2b ), conventional PZ summation shows considerable multiple attenuation, but residual shot-side multiples are still present (Figure 2c) . The up-down deconvolution result (Figure 2d ) delivers improved multiple attenuation despite the presence of significant structure and complex multiples.
We also apply the method to P, Z and X data from a 2D 4C OBS dataset recorded offshore Norway on the headwall of the Storegga Slide. Migrated images and an introduction to the geological setting of this dataset are discussed in Grion et al. (2007) . The sea bottom is gently sloped with an average dip of 1.8 degrees at a depth of 900-1000 m. Although steeply-dipping subsurface structures are not present, faulting and unconformities are clearly identifiable. To process this data, we calibrate the vertical Z component against the pressure P component using the cross-ghosting method (Soubaras, 1996) . Next, we perform wavefield separation in the F-K domain. Figure 3 highlights the advantages of up-down deconvolution over the conventional PZ summation approach. It shows a common receiver gather for the pressure and vertical component and the corresponding up-going and down-going wavefields. We apply PZ summation and up-down deconvolution to the up-going waves. The result (Figures 3e and 3f) confirms that shot-side surface-related multiples are not eliminated by PZ summation, but they are effectively removed by updown deconvolution. We successfully apply up-down deconvolution to the radial X component (Figures 4g and  4h) . This method allows a complete free-surface demultiple for converted-wave (PS) data, often a difficult achievement using other methods. Velocity based discrimination of multiples and PS primaries is problematic because multiples often have similar moveout to these primaries.
Conclusions
Up-down deconvolution is an effective and automatic freesurface demultiple method for ocean bottom data. Its application requires accurate separation of the recorded pressure wavefield into its up-going and down-going components. The method is strictly valid for a horizontallylayered earth. Nevertheless, the examples shown highlight the success of up-down deconvolution even in the presence of complex geology, albeit with a relatively flat sea bottom. An analytical derivation confirms that the method is remarkably robust for this scenario.
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